**JANE’S ONLINE: Defence Budgets**

Often, it is not possible to find the actual defense budget of a specific country. In this case, search for budget analysis that is dependable. Go to **JANE’S ONLINE**.

From the Learning Commons homepage, access Jane’s via the Databases A-Z list.
Click into “J” & select Jane’s Online

Click into the Jane’s publications under My Subscriptions, in the middle of the page

Scroll down to find the Jane’s publication titled Defence Budgets and click into the publication to find information by country
Jane’s Defence Budgets

Information tabs for the selected country will be across the top of the screen. Print out the analysis in full, or use tools on the left-hand side of the screen to isolate a specific piece of data.

From the “Budget in Full” document, a tool bar is visible in the upper right-hand corner for printing and saving.

Tools on the left-hand side provide options for finding data by force or activity.

Click into Force or Activity for an auto scroll of types of available data.
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*Jane’s Online* is an industrial database. The data is presented in a style differing from an academic database. From within a full document, section or chapter of a publication within the database, such as “Budget In Full” in *Jane’s Defence Budgets*, citation information will be in a record information box on the right-hand side of the screen.

For the citation on this material, use *Jane’s Defence Budgets* in italics as the title of the publication. The chapter or section will be “Czech Republic” and, the author is IHS Jane’s.
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Contact the Reference Branch at: libref@usnwc.edu